Memorandum

#21-097

TO: WIC Regional Directors
WIC Local Agency Directors

FROM: Amanda Hovis, Director
Nutrition Education/Clinic Services Unit
Nutrition Services Section

DATE: October 28, 2021

SUBJECT: Changes to the Medela Pump In Style Maxflow Single-User

This is to inform you of the following changes related to the Medela Electric Single-User, Pump In Style Maxflow part #101041359.

- Temporarily does not include an extra membrane as previously provided with other single-user pumps.
- A vehicle adapter is not available with this model.

Medela is working to repackage the pump to include the extra membrane, however the process may take a few months. In the interim, Medela will provide a separately packaged pump connector piece which will include a membrane that can be issued to participants when they need a replacement. The initial quantities provided will be a percentage of the number of pumps ordered. The separately packaged pump connector piece will be distributed in December 2021 to LA’s who either have this pump in their inventory currently or who ordered it in the September 2021 ordering opportunity. Any additional needs will be arranged on a case-by-case basis through the state.

While a vehicle adapter is not available for this model, a separate battery pack, part number 101030376 is available for purchase directly from the vendor. If a client prefers a pump with a vehicle adapter, you may consider one of the following options:

- The Ameda Finesse #101W01 and Mya Joy #131W52, both include a vehicle adapter.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
• The New Ameda Mya Joy Plus # 132W12, includes a rechargeable battery with a USB charger that can be used to charge the pump in a vehicle.

• The Medela Pump In Style # 57018W and 101038299, have a vehicle adapter # 101029308 available for purchase directly from the vendor.

Additionally, the Ardo Single User, Calypso-To-Go Pure will be available for ordering in January and includes a vehicle adapter.

For questions or if additional information is needed, please contact Leticia De La Rosa at Leticia.delarosa@hhs.texas.gov or (512) 552-1458.